1) In regard to NW corner lot 27-28
   I found a galvanized and old rotten post (on a mound of earth) apparently made by the woaria of a tree (as in G10 records of 1880). Noticing the staked out witness posts on two lots, I climbed on top of finding the required seriet marks plus the seriet "CS". By counting the growth rings the marking had previously been done about 12 or 14 years ago.

   Assuming Billie Anderson, Tila Co. Surveyor had set this mark, I inquired for information from John Carly, but he could not find Billie's record. Knowing Anderson scattered his records over all the Tila Co. Court, I have hopes John can still come up with the record.

2) Enclosed is my own notebook record of the two corners in question Book 19 Page 47

3) NW between 26-27
   A post was not on G10 records. At the corner point or old blazed line and the recorded distance from a cr. 1'4" 0'45. To the north I did not find the recorded stone but the usual pitch post lying upon the ground with point 1/8 scribbled on its side. A string of old blazes run north to the next section corner where I found the proper dimensioned stone as on record with a similar pitch post lying at its base. This identical lot of evidence makes the NW lot more substantial as evidence of our point.